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Abstract. Resource-Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling Problem (RCMPSP) is
considered a signi�cant topic in project management studies and many types of research
have been carried out in this �eld in which numerous approaches have been proposed so far.
However, in most of these approaches, the viewpoints of clients and contractors, i.e., two
important stakeholders of the project, are not directly considered. The current research
attempts to introduce a new approach, namely RCMPSP, to schedule the project portfolio
and allocate the budget as a limited resource simultaneously. In doing so, �rst, clients and
contractors' budget satisfaction is de�ned. Then, a number of budget allocation models
have been proposed to maximize the satisfaction of clients and contractors. These models
consider such constraints as minimum cost required for each project, maximum budget for
each period, and exibility of the start date of each project. To illustrate the viability of
the proposed models, a real case of the project portfolio is considered.
© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The constrained resources in project management are
considered an essential issue. One of the signi�cant
resources is the budget. In some projects, clients'
fund may radically change over time due to uncertainty
in the economy [1]. On the other hand, contractors
rarely rely on their savings in projects; thus, clients'
proper �nancing is the �rst concern of contractors
because constraints of the budget allocated to a project
a�ect their indirect costs [2]. Therefore, it can be
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concluded that money is a vital project resource and
its distribution method is one of the essential factors;
besides, it is of high importance to choose suitable
techniques for project portfolio programming [3].

Resource-Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling
Problem (RCMPSP) is a well-known concept for
project portfolio programming to ensure that all
projects have balanced access to resources in proper
timing and this concept has been derived from
Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
(RCPSP) models. There are currently two main ways
to solve RCMPSP problems. First, all projects are as-
sumed to be a single major project and they are solved
using RCPSP methods. Despite the �rst approach, in
the second one, all projects are considered independent
with their exclusive critical path; the methods are em-
ployed to specify the start and end dates of each project
according to the resource constraints [4] and projects
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are not considered to be holding any precedence over
one another. Therefore, projects can be initiated in
the mid-term of another project, which is in direct
contrast to the �rst approach. The second approach
has been studied in many pieces of researches given
that it is more realistic and holds less regard for the
past researches which, ideally, provide much room for
improvement [5].

In order to solve RCMPSP using the independent
projects approach (second approach), some researchers
have proposed a dual-level approach. In this fashion,
project managers make low-level decisions indepen-
dently to schedule activities, while senior managers
make high-level decisions using a set of resources (total
resources) for allocation [6]. In this case, project port-
folio managers focus on the scheduling of all projects
and specify the number of resources for each project at
di�erent intervals while the portfolio manager monitors
only its implementation.

Regardless of what approaches are used, RCMP-
SPs are more complicated to solve by ordinary math-
ematical methods. Hence, several heuristic methods
have been proposed in di�erent studies. Most of the
heuristic methods used in RCMPSP belong to the
Priority Rule (PR) methods, and numerous studies
including Gon�calves et al. [7] and Ju and Chen [8] have
been conducted in this regard. PRs represent man-
agers' tendencies for project scheduling which can be
used separately or concurrently [9]. Project managers
need to conduct fast calculations [10]. Therefore, PRs
are the tools that help them achieve satisfaction.

The RCMPSP solution methods are subject to
some signi�cant shortcomings. In some existing ap-
proaches, there is no di�erence between the inde-
pendent projects and project portfolio which causes
disagreements between the project and portfolio man-
agers. There is also a remarkable di�erence between
research and practical stream in case of constrained
resources [10]. On the other hand, due to the dynamic
environment of the project in the real world, project
scheduling may be restricted to notable uncertainty;
for example, activities may be done within a shorter
or longer time duration and resources are temporarily
unavailable [4]. Therefore, the practical schedule may
not align with the models' output.

Another drawback of previous RCMPSP methods
is that they do not focus on stakeholders' viewpoints.
Allocation of resources, especially �nancial resources,
has a considerable impact on the performance of
project stakeholders. It is a fact that a project manager
always competes with other project managers for more
resources; thus, the initial distribution of resources is
based on the competition of project managers. It can
result in dissatisfaction [11]. On the other hand, the
client must respect contractors' capacities. Project
managers and contractors make their decisions inde-

pendently and autonomously to minimize their execu-
tive costs [12]. However, the bene�ts of collaboration
will ultimately lead to greater satisfaction for them [13].
These facts show that considering the project managers
and contractors' viewpoints in budget allocations is
extremely important. This issue must be addressed by
considering several compromises to reach an acceptable
optimal point [14].

One of the best ways to involve the stakeholder's
viewpoints in decision making is to use the concept
of satisfaction. However, the main question is how
satisfaction with budget allocation can be calculated.
To this end, Dubois and Fortemps [15] introduced
the de�nition of constraint satisfaction in the resource
allocation �eld so that each resource would have a
capacity with lower and upper boundaries as con-
straints. The allocation will be satis�ed if the upper
boundary is completely allocated and will not be
satis�ed if the lower boundary is not reached. Thus,
if the client's and contractors' viewpoints about the
budget are converted into the interval form including
minimum-maximum budget expectation using Dubois
and Fortemps' approach, it is possible to calculate the
value of satisfaction for budget allocation according to
the client's and contractors' viewpoints.

In this research, a new approach is proposed
to solve RCMPSP in which satisfaction is considered
as the main objective. Thus, three distinct goals
are emphasized in this approach: 1) maximizing the
client's satisfaction; 2) maximizing the contractors'
satisfaction; 3) maximizing the client's and contractors'
satisfaction simultaneously. Therefore, the proposed
approach is classi�ed into three categories and op-
timization models are developed for each category.
These models are, in fact, a developing form of Dubois
and Fortemps [15] satisfaction concept and Zimmer-
mann's approach [16] which maximize the satisfaction
with the budget allocation. The models distribute the
budget as a cumulative payment with exibility at the
start date of the project versus starting all projects in
the �rst period of portfolio.

This research paper is organized in six sections.
The second section consists of literature review. The
methodology can be found in the third section. Section
4 presents portfolio evaluation for real case projects.
Section 5 includes discussion of the results and the last
section contains the conclusion.

2. Literature review

Scheduling multi-projects with limited resources is a
signi�cant challenge for most of project-based compa-
nies. The managers should share common resources
with a number of projects in order to achieve the
goals de�ned by �rm's strategies. Therefore, solv-
ing RCMPSP is a substantial concern of managers.
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Pritsker et al. [17] made the �rst attempts to solve
such problems. They presented a zero-one model and
claimed that their model could solve many real-world
problems regarding scheduling in limited resources,
solving the job shop problems, etc. Three limitations
of \decreased time of all projects, decreased the project
portfolio makespan, and decreased penalties" were
considered in their issue.

Basically, RCMPSPs are too complicated and
cannot be solved by traditional mathematical methods
[18]. Accordingly, numerous studies have suggested
using heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches. For
example, Gon�calves et al. [7] and Tseng [19] utilized
genetic algorithm to solve RCMPS problems. The
results obtained from their study of di�erent projects
represented the acceptable performance of the genetic
algorithm. Majazi Dalfard and Ranjbar [20] used a
genetic algorithm to solve scheduling problems and
compared the results with the traditional method.
Can and Ulusoy [21] developed a two-step method
to allocate the budget. In their method, all projects
were initially changed into macro activities and solved
using Genetic Algorithm (GA) with maximum Net
Present Value (NPV) limit. The shortest execution
makespan was determined based on the start time and
the resources speci�ed for each project.

In this stream, most of researchers have empha-
sized using PRs as an adequate tool to enhance their
heuristic and meta-heuristic methods. Gon�calves et
al. [7] stressed the development of heuristic methods
based on PRs. Moreover, Chakrabortty et al. [22]
stated that doing activities in proper time (based on
resource allocation) would have a sustainable e�ect on
project completion time. Therefore, it is essential that
a suitable PR be selected. Kurtulus and Narula [23]
introduced PRs for project portfolio scheduling and
compared their performance with other PRs. Accord-
ing to their results, when a problem is small, the rules
which are based on resource usage are suitable and
when the problem is big, techniques based on slack
reduction are appropriate.

However, there are signi�cant discrepancies be-
tween the results of the research studies. For exam-
ple, using 6 heuristic RCPS problem-solving methods,
Russell [24] demonstrated that project time reduction
methods would not necessarily lead to an increase in
NPV. In contrast, Chiu and Tsai [25] examined a
heuristic approach and concluded that any PR mini-
mizing project delays could result in increased NPV.
Therefore, it is helpful to use PR to minimize project
runtime. Nevertheless, Herroelen [26] pointed out that
management should focus on sustainability rather than
reduction of project portfolio time in order to create a
stable scheduling program with a desirable duration to
prevent small disruptions throughout the program.

Despite all the e�orts made to study the PRs, the

important question is: `which PR is appropriate'? In
order to answer this question, Browning and Yassine [5]
reviewed various PRs and compared their performance.
They introduced some PRs and emphasized that one
PR could not be considered superior or inferior. Also,
V�azquez et al. [27] studied many PRs and concluded
that it would be di�cult to categorize and identify all
PRs for all working conditions. Furthermore, Wang et
al. [4] reviewed the performance of PRs in a contingent
state. According to the related pieces in the literature,
20 PRs can be employed to solve RCMPS problems.
Their results demonstrated that the performance of
PRs depended on the given constraints and they had a
signi�cant di�erence. They concluded that it would be
di�cult to claim that one PR is suitable for all modes.

On the other hand, regardless of what method
or PR has been used, two general approaches are
employed to solve RCMPS problems: (1) single-project
approach which converts multiple projects into a mega
project using dummy tasks and precedence arrows;
and (2) multi-project approach that keeps up projects
with their exclusive critical path and attempts to
allocate them common resources [28]. Nabipoor Afruzi
et al. [29] and Zhang et al. [30] employed the �rst
approach to allocate multi-project resources. However,
Kurtulus and Davis [31] presented a plan to examine
the performance of a single project approach versus
that of multiple projects. Their research demonstrated
that the multi-project approach outperformed the time
when several projects were converted into a virtual
single project. Also, Lova and Tormos [32] concluded
that a parallel scheduling generation scheme along
with a multi-project approach could lead to more
appropriate results in allocating limited resources
compared to the conversion of several projects into a
virtual single project.

In conclusion, a review of the literature shows
that although a wide range of approaches have been
proposed, based on our studies, mostly the objective
of methods has not concentrated on the viewpoints,
experiences, and satisfaction of project stakeholders
such as project managers and contractors. Indeed, the
methods attempt to achieve objectives like shortening
the makespan, reducing penalties, reducing resource
consumption, or increasing some factors like NPV while
such goals can only be realized with the participation
of project executive agents. Therefore, planning should
be accompanied by their satisfaction which has not
been considered in previous researches. Thus, incorpo-
ration of the concept of satisfaction into RCMPSP can
be examined as a signi�cant point in the development
of past methods.

3. Methodology

The fuzzy mathematical models presented in this
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study are obtained by developing Zimmermann's ap-
proach [16] and are classi�ed into three categories.
The �rst category contains those optimization models
whose purpose is to allocate the budget to the projects
to maximize client satisfaction. The aim of the models
proposed in the second category is to maximize the
contractors' satisfaction with the budget allocated to
the projects in successive periods. Finally, the third
category includes models that allocate the budget with
the aim of maximizing the satisfaction of the client and
the contractors, simultaneously. These models were
established based on the following assumptions:

1. In the models in which the projects are allowed to
start by delay, the cost required for the same phases
of each project may vary in di�erent periods;

2. The projects must be completed in successive and
non-stop periods. In other words, after allocating
the �rst part of the cost to a project, jumping
over the next period without allocating any part
of the rest cost needed to complete the project is
not allowed.

In the following, six models are presented and are
described in three di�erent categories.

3.1. Budget allocation with the aim of
maximizing the client satisfaction

The budget that must be allocated to the projects
requires a speci�c amount of budget in each period.
However, optimal budget allocation from the client's
point of view may involve a certain amount for each
period such that overpayment reduces the client's
satisfaction. Figure 1 shows the client's satisfaction
of the total budget paid in the period j, where xij is
the budget allocated to the project i in the period j
(i = 1; :::; n; j = 1; :::t), n the number of projects,
t the number of periods,

Pn
i=1 xij the total budget

paid in the period j, BLj and BUj are the highest and
lowest amounts of satisfying and unsatisfying budgets,
respectively, which can be paid in the period j from
the client's point of view, ~A is the fuzzy set of client
satisfaction with the budget paid in di�erent periods,

Figure 1. Membership function of the client's satisfaction
with the budget paid in the period j.

and � ~A(
Pn
i=1 xij) is the degree of client satisfaction

with the budget paid in the period j. If the budget
paid in the period j (

Pn
i=1 xij) exceeds BLj , the client's

satisfaction decreases gradually such that the budget
payment equal to BUj is not satisfying for the client.

The start dates of projects can be either un-
changeable or exible. Model I is proposed for con-
ditions when the start dates of projects are �xed and
unchangeable. However, if the start dates are exible,
we can use Model A.I given in Appendix A. These
models, both, were proposed based on the cumulative
budget assumption. In other words, it is assumed that
the clients will be satis�ed with the budget allocated
to each period and previous periods cumulatively.

Model I

max �; (1)

s.t.:

� � ABuj �Pn
i=1
Pj
L=1 xiL

ABUj �ABLj 8j ; (2)

Xt

j=1
xij = Ci 8i; (3)

xij � Cij 8i;j ; (4)

where:
� The client's �xed satisfaction
xij The budget paid for the project i in

the period j (i = 1� n; j = 1� t)
ABLj The satisfactory cumulative budget

from the client's point of view for
allocating up to the end of period j

ABUj The unsatisfactory cumulative budget
from the client's point of view for
allocating up to the end of the period j

Ci Total cost of the project i
Cij The minimum cost required for the

project i in the period j
ni The number of successive periods

required to complete the project i

Models I and A.I aim to maximize the client's sat-
isfaction which cannot exceed the client's satisfaction
speci�c to each period. It is guaranteed by Objective
Functions (1) and (A.1) and Constraints (2) and (A.2)
in these models. Moreover, the total budget paid to
the project i in all periods should be equal to the
total cost of the project guaranteed by Constraints (3)
and (A.3) in these models. Also, the minimum budget
required for projects in each period must be provided.
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It is guaranteed by Constraints (4) and (A.4) in these
models. Model I is used when the start date of each
project is �xed and unchangeable. However, in Models
A.I, the start date of the projects may vary so that
their optimal start date is calculated after solving the
given models. Therefore, the binary variable yki is used
which indicates that the project i starts in the period k
or does not start. However, the project i has only one
start period, which is guaranteed by Constraint (A.5).

3.2. Budget allocation with the aim of
maximizing the contractor satisfaction

Contractor i requires a determined budget in period
j to progress its project. If the allocated budget
is lower than the required budget, its satisfaction is
reduced. Figure 2 represents the satisfying budget for
the contractor i in the period j, where xij is the budget
allocated to the project i in the period j (i = 1 � n,
j = 1� t). Uij is the minimum budget for the project i
in the period j that completely satis�es the contractor
i. Lij is the maximum budget for the project i in
the period j which is completely unsatisfying for the
contractor i. ~B is the fuzzy set of the satisfaction of
the contractor i and � ~B(xij) is the satisfaction degree
of the contractor i depending on the allocated budget
in the period j.

Uij is the minimum value for xij with a mem-
bership degree of 1 in the fuzzy set ~B. If the budget
allocated to the project i in the period j (xij) is
less than Uij , the satisfaction of the contractor i
decreases. Lij is the maximum value for xij with the
membership degree of zero in the fuzzy set ~B which has
no satisfaction for the contractor i in the period j.

Similar to Section 3.1, the start dates of projects
can be unchangeable or exible. Model II has been
presented for certain situations where the start dates
of projects are �xed and unchangeable. However, if
the start dates are exible, we can use Model B.I in
Appendix B. These models, both, were proposed based
on the cumulative budget assumption. In other words,
it was assumed that the contractors would be satis�ed

Figure 2. Membership function of the satisfaction of
contractor i in the period j.

with the budget allocated in each period and previous
periods cumulatively.

Model II

max �; (5)

s.t.:

� �
Pj
h=1 xih �ACLij
ACUij �ACLij 8i;j ; (6)Xn

i=1
xij � Bj 8j ; (7)Xt

j=1
xij = Ci 8i; (8)

xij � 0 8i;j ; (9)

where:
� The contractors' �nal satisfaction
Bj The total budget assigned to the

period j
ACLij The unsatisfying cumulative cost from

the contractor's point of view for the
project i up to the end of the period j

ACUij The satisfying cumulative cost from
the contractor's point of view for the
project i up to the end of the period j

Models II and Model B.I aim to maximize the con-
tractors' total satisfaction which cannot exceed their
satisfaction in each period. It is guaranteed based on
Objective Functions (5) and (B.1) and Constraints (6)
and (B.2) in these models. Moreover, the total budgets
allocated to the projects in each period cannot exceed
the budget assigned to that period: it is guaranteed
by Constraint (7) and (B.3) in these models. Finally,
the sum of budgets paid for the project i in all periods
should be equal to the total cost needed for the project;
it is guaranteed by Constraint (8) and (B.4) in these
models.

Model II is used when the contractors determine
their satisfying costs up to the end of each period
cumulatively; the start dates of the projects are un-
changeable. In Model B.I, the start date of the projects
varies. Similar to Model A.I, this model needs to use
the binary variable yki and Constraint (B.6). In other
words, Constraint (B.6) in Model B.I guarantees that
the project i has only one start date. M in this model
is a large positive number.

3.3. Budget allocation with the aim of
maximizing both client's and contractors'
satisfaction

In budgets allocation, clients and contractors
sometimes follow contradictory goals. In other words,
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Table 1. The information of projects portfolio of Khuzestan Steel Company.

Project Goal Time (3 months) Total budget (B rials)

A Development 8 22

B Energy stabilization 6 13

C Environmental protection 5 2

D Renovation 4 2.9

E Environmental protection 4 1

the client usually prefers allocating the majority of the
budget in the �nal periods of the project's lifecycle,
while contractors often prefer receiving most of the
budget in the initial periods. In this section, optimiza-
tion models are proposed to allocate the budget; they
maximize the satisfaction of both the client and the
contractors. In other words, these models represent
a combination of the models presented in A and B.
Two conditions are considered here and accordingly,
di�erent models are presented; the start date of
projects can be �xed and unchangeable versus exible
and variable. If the start dates are �xed, Model III is
used. However, if the start dates are exible, Model
C.I given in Appendix C is applied. In this case, all
parameters and variables except � are those given in
Models I, A.I, II and B.I. Here, � represents the �nal
satisfaction of both client and contractors.

Model III;

max �; (10)

s.t.:

� � ABUj �Pn
i=1
Pj
L=1 xiL

ABUj �ABLj 8j ; (11)

� �
Pj
h=1 xih �ACLij
ACUij �ACLij 8i;j ; (12)

Xt

j=1
xij = Ci 8i; (13)

xij � 0 8i;j ; (14)

Models III and C.I aim to maximize both client
and contractors' �nal satisfaction simultaneously
which cannot exceed the client and contractors'
satisfaction in each period. This is guaranteed based
on Objective Function (10) and (C.1) and Constraints
(11), (12), (C.2), and (C.3) in both models. Moreover,
Constraints (13) and (C.4) in these models ensure
that the total budgets for the projects are allocated.
Finally, Constraints (C.6) show that every project has
only one start date. Model III is used when the start
dates of the projects are unchangeable. However, in
Model B.I, the start dates of the projects may vary.

4. Numerical illustration

In order to illustrate the presented models, a real
project portfolio of Khuzestan Steel Company consist-
ing of �ve projects is used. These projects \A, B, C,
D, and E" require total costs, as shown in Table 1,
and must be completed in speci�ed successive periods.
The company as the client may express its satisfaction
with allocable budgets in di�erent ways: �xed budget
for each period or fuzzy cumulative budget up to the
end of each period. These are illustrated by the data
given in Tables 2 and 3. The fuzzy speci�cation for
the fuzzy budgets given in Table 3 corresponding to
\should be less than" and the membership function
form is shown in Figure 1. Contractors may also
express their satisfaction with the costs allocated to
their projects in di�erent ways: �xed cost for each
period or fuzzy cumulative cost up to the end of each
period. These are illustrated by contractors given in
Tables 4 and 5. The fuzzy speci�cation for the fuzzy
costs given in Table 5 corresponding to \should be more
than" and the membership function form is shown in
Figure 2.

Depending on the satisfaction expressed by the
client and the contractors (Tables 3 to 5), six di�erent
examples were modeled and solved. It should be noted
that in odd examples, the projects start in Period 1. In
even examples, however, the start dates of the projects
should not be necessarily the �rst period, although they
all must �nish up to eight periods. In other words, in
these examples, project B which requires six successive
periods is allowed to start in periods 1, 2, or 3. Project
C that requires four successive periods can start in
periods 1, 2, 3 or 4, etc. However, the project A
that requires eight consecutive periods should start in
period 1 in all examples. In these examples, it is also
assumed that if a project starts with a delay, its costs
do not vary.

The aim of Examples 1 and 2 is to maximize

Table 2. The �xed budget for each period.

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Budget 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 6
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Table 3. The fuzzy allocable cumulative budgets up to the end of each period.

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Satisfying budget 4 8 12.5 18 23.5 30 37 40.9

Unsatisfying budget 6 11 18 25 33 38 42 47

Table 4. The �xed costs needed for projects in each period.

Period
Project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.6 2.5 2.3
B 1.6 1.8 2.4 2.4 2.2 1.9 0 0
C 0.3 0.35 0.45 0.35 0.3 0 0 0
D 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.4 0 0 0 0
E 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0

Table 5. The fuzzy cumulative cost for projects up to the end of each period.

Project Period
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A Satisfying cost 3.5 5.2 8.9 13.75 15.6 17.7 20.8 22
Unsatisfying cost 2.32 4.5 7.1 10 12.95 16 18 21

B Satisfying cost 2.85 5.6 7.2 10.72 11.9 13 0 0
Unsatisfying cost 1.5 4.5 5.4 8.5 10.2 11.8 0 0

C Satisfying cost 0.75 1.05 1.48 1.8 2 0 0 0
Unsatisfying cost 0.26 0.65 1.18 1.54 1.6 0 0 0

D Satisfying cost 0.8 1.95 2.51 2.9 0 0 0 0
Unsatisfying cost 0.3 1.22 2.13 2.7 0 0 0 0

E Satisfying cost 0.45 0.65 0.9 1 0 0 0 0
Unsatisfying cost 0.1 0.3 0.75 0.9 0 0 0 0

the client's satisfaction under di�erent conditions. The
optimal solution to these examples is shown in Table 6.
However, Examples 3 and 4 aim to maximize the
contractors' satisfaction; the optimal solution to these
examples is given in Table 7. Finally, Examples 5 and
6 represent the attempt to maximize the satisfaction of
both client and contractors (overall satisfaction) under
di�erent conditions; the optimal solution is given in
Table 8.

Example 1
Assume that the client expresses the satisfaction with
the allocable budget in the form of fuzzy budget
cumulatively up to the end of each period, where the
contractors express their satisfaction as the �xed cost
in each period (Tables 3 and 4). In this case, Model I
is used to maximize the client's satisfaction.

Example 2
In Example 1, if projects are allowed to start from
each period, the client's maximum satisfaction can be
obtained by solving Model B.I.

Example 3
The client may express satisfaction as the �xed budget
for each period (Table 2), while contractors may
express their satisfaction in a fuzzy manner up to the
end of each period (Table 5). In this case, Model II is
used to maximize contractors' satisfaction.

Example 4
Provided that the projects are exible to start from
each period in Example 3, contractors' maximum
satisfaction is obtained using Model B.I.
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Table 6. Optimal budget allocation for Examples 1 and 2 to maximize the client's satisfaction.

Period

Example

The optimal
value of

the objective
function

Project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 0.109

A 2.400 2.500 2.700 2.962 3.149 2.867 2.803 2.618
B 1.600 1.800 2.400 2.465 2.499 2.236 { {
C 0.300 0.350 0.450 0.409 0.491 { { {
D 0.400 0.900 0.900 0.700 { { { {
E 0.100 0.300 0.300 0.300 { { - {

2 0.556

A 2.600 2.700 2.900 3.000 3.000 2.800 2.700 2.300
B { 1.650 2.000 2.500 2.500 2.350 2.000 {
C { { 0.350 0.400 0.500 0.400 0.350 {
D { { 0.450 1.000 1.000 0.450 { {
E { { 0.150 0.350 0.350 0.150 { {

Table 7. Optimal budget allocation for Examples 3 and 4 to maximize the contractors' satisfaction.

Period

Example

The optimal
value of

the objective
function

Project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 0.050

A 2.574 2.439 2.449 2.727 2.898 3.000 3.503 2.412
B 1.725 1.796 2.606 2.485 1.820 2.568 { {
C 0.366 0.437 0.397 0.354 0.447 { { {
D 0.947 0.868 0.578 0.507 { { { {
E 0.203 0.273 0.284 0.240 { { { {

4 1.074

A 2.293 1.502 3.283 2.709 2.470 2.215 2.594 4.934
B { 3.273 2.068 1.954 2.233 1.988 1.484 {
C { 0.591 0.514 0.301 0.296 0.298 - {
D { { { 0.722 0.687 0.655 0.836 {
E { { { 0.249 0.249 0.280 0.222 {

Example 5
Assume that both the client and the contractors ex-
press their satisfaction in a cumulative fuzzy up to the
end of each period. In this case, the maximum total
satisfaction is obtained by solving Model III.

Example 6
Provided that the projects are allowed to start from
each period in Example 5, the total satisfaction is
obtained by solving Model B.I.

5. Discussion

Project managers focus on solving resource-constrained
project portfolio scheduling problems. Previous studies

have emphasized the application of various PRs. This
study focused on ensuring satisfaction with allocation
of resources to the projects. Satisfaction is a binary
relationship between resources and constraints [33],
and it means that the resource is allocated in a way that
the allocated resource is accepted by the distributor
(the client) and the recipient (the contractors). The
models presented in this paper focus on the budget dis-
tribution and consider the tolerance levels determined
by the client and contractors so as to increase their
satisfaction, and these models conform to the model
proposed by Dubios and Fortemps [15] for solving the
constraint satisfaction problems. The features and
objectives of these models are summarized in Table 9.

In the current research, three di�erent categories
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Table 8. Optimal budget allocation for Examples 5 and 6 to maximize both the client's and contractors' satisfaction.

Period

Example

The optimal
value of

the objective
function

Project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5 0.042

A 2.454 2.183 2.772 3.250 2.809 2.609 3.513 2.410

B 1.741 1.941 2.420 2.497 2.153 2.248 { {

C 0.399 0.418 0.383 0.352 0.448 { { {

D 0.635 0.685 0.854 0.727 { { { {

E 0.309 0.049 0.518 0.124 { { { {

6 0.653

A 3.431 2.572 3.025 3.421 2.414 2.350 2.795 1.993

B { { 2.382 2.434 2.492 2.642 1.502 1.548

C { { 0.580 0.331 0.465 0.334 0.290 {

D { { 0.849 0.848 0.697 0.507 { {

E { { 0.329 0.227 0.293 0.152 { {

Table 9. Features of Examples 1 to 6.

Example Objective
function

Presenting the
budget as

Presenting
costs of

projects as

All projects
obligated to

start in
period 1

The proposed
model

1 Maximizing client's
satisfaction

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Fixed value
in each
period

Yes I

2 Maximizing client's
satisfaction

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Fixed value
in each
period

Not
necessary

A.I

3 Maximizing contractors'
satisfaction

Fixed value
in each
period

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Yes II

4 Maximizing contractors'
satisfaction

Fixed value
in each
period

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Not
necessary

B.I

5 Maximizing global
satisfaction

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Yes III

6 Maximizing global
satisfaction

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Cumulative fuzzy
value up to
the end of

each period

Not
necessary

C.I
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of the allocation model in two di�erent cases (start
date of project is constant or exible) have been
presented. In the �rst category, the client's satisfaction
has been measured and the contractors' viewpoints
have not been considered. On the contrary, only the
contractors' satisfaction has been calculated in the
second category, while the client's satisfaction has not
been studied. These categories can be used depending
on what strategy is followed by the portfolio manager.
However, if the manager seeks to consider the client
and contractors' points of view simultaneously, the
third category is proposed. These models are applied
independently so that the manager's strategies de�ne
which one to use.

According to the results, models with exibility at
the start dates result in achieving greater satisfaction
than those with the constant start dates. For example,
in Example 1 in which projects must start from the
�rst period, the client's satisfaction is 0.109, while it
increases to 0.556 by making the start dates exible
in Example 2. In Example 2, the project B starts
in period 2 and other projects start in period 3,
thus allowing the client to o�set the budget de�cit
in the �rst period in subsequent periods. In case the
budget is presented cumulatively, budget de�cit in each
period can be compensated in subsequent cumulative
payments.

The models presented in this research can be
compared with the two-stage methods proposed by
Kurtulus and Davis [31] and Lova and Tormos [32]
in which the portfolio manager de�nes restrictions for
each project according to resource constraint in the
�rst stage. Then, the project managers, according to
their priorities, use the results of the proposed model
as a constraint and carry out their project scheduling
independently. In other words, the results of the
model presented in this paper can be input data for
RCPSP models such as those presented by Kaveh and
Vazirinia [34], Tavaana et al. [35], and Paraskevopoulos
et al. [36].

The results of the real case show that the mod-
els avoid delays that result from resource de�cit by
providing sustainable budget during the model imple-
mentation. This �nding is consistent with that of the
study achieved by Chakrabortty et al. [22] who stated
that choosing an appropriate method could a�ect the
sustainability of the project time. In this respect,
Herroelen [26] emphasized that the primary purpose
of an RCMPS solution was to stabilize scheduling.

Adhau et al. [11] pointed to the practical problems
and lack of information exchange. These problems
were solved by the models presented in this paper
because the client's and the contractors' viewpoints
were considered simultaneously. Wang et al. [37],
Wanke et al. [38], and Mirzaei et al. [39] pointed to
data uncertainty; this study attempted to consider

ambiguity in data as fuzzy concepts in the proposed
models.

6. Conclusions and future research

The models proposed in this research o�er an approach
to solving Resouce-Constrained Multi-Project Schedul-
ing Problem (RCMPSP) by maximizing the client's and
the contractors' satisfaction. Three distinct goals were
considered in this research: maximizing the client's
satisfaction, maximizing contractors' satisfaction, and
maximizing the client's and contractors' satisfaction
simultaneously. In each case, cumulative payments
were assumed. Moreover, two ways were considered for
each payment assumption: exibility on the start dates
of the projects and initiation of all the projects in the
�rst period. The results of the real case projects port-
folio achieved by the proposed models demonstrated
that the proposed approach had a signi�cant ability to
allocate budget appropriately. Due to the simultaneous
participation of the two main projects partners, i.e.,
the client and the contractors, the present models are
more likely to be applicable. Because input information
was provided by the stakeholders, their commitment to
complying with the limits on the implementation phase
increased. Moreover, the application of the models
presented in this research led to a reduction in many
project managers' objections and lobbies in funding.
Also, the improvement of the satisfaction level would
increase the focus on lower-level scheduling.

Although the proposed models in the current
research reveal appropriate abilities, they are subject
to constraints in terms of their application. First,
data gathering in the case of these models needs a
considerable collaboration between project managers
and contractors. This issue requires proper coordina-
tion and time. Second, the models are solved through
mathematical schemes. The corresponding computa-
tion can be complicated for large-scale multi-projects
and high-performance computers are required. Finally,
the satisfaction with the budget directly corresponds
to the experience of the client and contractors. This
is the reason why the performance of the models has
been inuenced by users.

One method cannot indeed be used to solve
all RCMPSP problems; however, having a variety of
methods in di�erent situations improves the scheduling
outcomes. Therefore, it is suggested for future research
that the proposed approach be combined with other
PRs. In the present model, the weight of all projects
was considered equal in terms of importance; thus, it
is suggested that projects with di�erent weights and
importance be considered in the model. On the other
hand, in the model assumptions, the implementation
and payment periods were considered sequential and
consecutive; in practice, however, delays may occur
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during the execution of the projects. To make improve-
ments, the possibility of delays occurring in projects or
changes in scheduling can also be examined. Further-
more, in this research, the payment was assumed to be
cumulative which could be applied in some projects
individually. It is suggested that these models be
examined through di�erent payments.
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Appendix A

The model used for maximizing the client's satisfaction
when the start dates of projects are exible:

Model A.I

max �; (A.1)

� � ABUj �Pn
i=1
Pj
L=1

Pj
k=1 x

k
iL

ABUj �ABLj 8j ; (A.2)

Xk+ni�1

j=k
xk
ij
� Cki � yki = 0 8i; (A.3)

xk
ij
� Ckij � yki = 0 8i;j;k; (A.4)X
k
yki = 1 8i; (A.5)

xk
ij
� 0 8i;j ; (A.6)

yki = 0; 1 8i;k; (A.7)

where:
xkiL The budget paid for the project i in

the period j provided that the project
starts in the period k

yki

(
0 if project i does not start in period k
1 if project i starts in period k

Ckij The cost required for the project i in
the period j provided that the project
starts in the period k

Cki Total cost of the project i provided
that the project starts in the period k

Appendix B

The model used for maximizing the contractors' satis-
faction when the start dates of projects are exible:

Model B.I

max �; (B.1)

s.t.:

�Xj

h=k
xkih + (ACkUij �ACkLij )� � �M(1� yki )

�ACkLij 8i;j;k; (B.2)Xn

i=1

Xj

k=1
xkij � Bj 8j ; (B.3)
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Xk+ni�1

i=k
xkij � Cki � yki = 0 8i;k; (B.4)

xk
ij
� 0 8i;j ; (B.5)X
k
yki = 1 8i; (B.6)

yki = 0; 1 8i;k; (B.7)

where:
ACkLij The cumulative satisfying cost for the

project i up to the end of the period j
provided that the project starts in the
period k

ACkUij The maximum unsatisfying budget
for the project i up to the end of the
period j provided that the project
starts in the period k

Appendix C

The model used for maximizing the client and contrac-
tors' satisfaction when the start dates of projects are
exible:

Model C.I

max �; (C.1)

s.t.:

� � ABUj �Pn
i=1
Pj
L=1

Pj
k=1;k�L xkiL

ABUj �ABLj 8j ; (C.2)

�Xj

h=k
xkij + [ACkUij �ACkLij ]� � �M(1� yki )

�ACkLij 8i;j;k; (C.3)Xk+ni�1

j=k
xkij � Cki � yki = 0 8i; (C.4)

xk
ij
� 0 8i;j ; (C.5)

X
k
yki = 1 8i; (C.6)

yki = 0; 1 8i;k: (C.7)
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